
If you want to watch me teach this lesson, follow 
the link below:

https://www.loom.com/share/a58f8175a0fa4281
aac71e4c6682b030

https://www.loom.com/share/a58f8175a0fa4281aac71e4c6682b030


DAY 2

Writing Skill

LO: I can use quotes



Sequence of writing: Newspaper Reports x 2 weeks 

Immersion

Analyse newspapers 

Writing skills 

Plan newspapers 

Write newspapers 

Edit and present newspapers for display



What is a quote?

• Newspapers use quotes to tell us what people have said about the event. 

• You can have quotes from people who have seen the event.

• You can have quotes from experts.



What is a quote?
You are telling the reader what the person said exactly.  

I saw many 
wonderful 
things! 



The quote needs to be in quotation marks.

Howard Carter told us his first words when entering the tomb: 
‘I saw many wonderful things.’

I saw many 
wonderful 
things! 



The quote needs to start with a capital letter and 
end with a full stop.

Howard Carter told us his first words when entering the tomb: 
‘I saw many wonderful things.’

I saw many 
wonderful 
things! 



We are going to turn this into a quote

Howard Carter explained what happened: ‘Feverishly we cleared 
away the remaining last scraps of rubbish on the floor of the 
passage before the doorway, until we had only the clean sealed 
doorway before us.’



We are going to turn this into a quote

Howard Carter explained what happened: ‘Feverishly we cleared 
away the remaining last scraps of rubbish on the floor of the 
passage before the doorway, until we had only the clean sealed 
doorway before us.’

• Start with the name of the person who said the 
quote

• Write their quote
• Start the quote with a capital letter
• Put the quote in quotation marks
• End the quote with a full stop



Your Turn
Turn this into a quote 



Answer

Howard Carter explained what he saw: ‘It soon became 
obvious that we were on the threshold of the discovery.’



Turn these into quotes

• Start your sentence with who said it.
• Add the quote
• Start the quote with a capital letter
• Put in quotation marks
• End quote with a full stop



Green Group Activity

• The next few slides are for anyone (not just green group)

• If you were able to do the quotes activity without too much 
trouble, have a go at the next bit.

• All we are going to do next, is add a bit of extra information 
about the person before we write the quote.

• When we add extra information about a person using commas, 
we call this a relative embedded clause.



I can use embedded clauses to write quotes 

• Add a relative embedded clause after the persons name before you write 
the quote.

• An embedded clause gives us more information about the person. 

• Look at my example about Maddie below.

Simple sentence
Maddie made an amazing rocket.

Drop in an embedded clause
Maddie, who is very talented, made an amazing 
rocket.



I can use embedded clauses to write quotes

Add a bit of extra information about the person after their 
name.

• Lord Canarvon, who travelled to Egypt by boat, told us how he felt: ‘I was 
awestruck by the discovery.’ 

• The little boy, who was digging furiously in the sand, told us how he felt 
about discovering the steps: ‘I had no idea that these steps might lead to 
ancient pharaohs tomb.’



Quote with relative embedded clause. 

Howard Carter, who discovered the tomb, explained what 
he saw: ‘It soon became obvious that we were on the 
threshold of the discovery.’



Turn these into quotes

• Start your sentence with who said it.
• Add a relative embed clause to give us more information about them
• Add the quote
• Start the quote with a capital letter
• Put in quotation marks
• End quote with a full stop


